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Wi-Fi LED bulb A60 8W E27 Smart Tuya RGB+CCT+DIM

www.eko-light.com

SIGNS

bar code 5902693776659
Symbol EKSM6659

LOGISTICS

base unit pcs
VAT 23%

Width: 60mm

depth: 60mm

Height: 110mm

Power: 8W

luminous flux: 900 lm

color temperature: VARIABLE 2700K÷6500K + RGB

Dimmable: Yes

ENERGY CLASS: E

AVERAGE LIFETIME: 35000h

CRI [RA]: ≥80

Voltage: ~230V/ 50Hz

beam angle: 180°

THREAD: E27

Ingress Protection (IP): IP20

Color: White

Width of packaging: 7

Depth of packaging: 14

Height of packaging: 7

Producer: Eco-Light

CHARACTERISTICS 
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brand: Eco-Light

RGB Smart bulbs - a way for colors in the interior
RGB Smart bulbs of the Polish brand EKO-LIGHT is an offer for all those who love modern technological solutions and products that make everyday life easier. This range of
products includes three types of LED bulbs: A60 E27, A70 E27 and GU10.
RGB bulbs are not only a classic source of bright light, but also have the function of dimming and brightening in the range of 5 to 100%, changing the color from warm to cold, as
well as switching to RGB mode and setting any color from this range. Depending on your needs and current preferences, you can therefore decide whether the bulb should glow
blue, yellow, green, red, etc. What's more, all changes can be made via a special, free application for smartphones, enabling, among other things, voice communication and
sharing control over lighting with another user. In other words: any changes in the intensity or color of light can be made remotely, without having to get out of bed or leave the
desk.
RGB Smart bulbs - a solution for demanding customers
Modern RGB LED bulbs are comfortable and functional, and at the same time extremely effective. They are ideal for private homes as well as commercial and public spaces,
including those equipped with an intelligent facility management system. Each of the three proposals has such parameters that allow you to find the perfect variant for yourself.
The A60 E27 bulb is characterized by a luminous flux of 650lm, a power of 8W (=51W) and a color range of 2700K ÷ 6500K. In the case of the A70 E27 bulb, it is respectively
1000lm, 12 W (=72W) and 2700K ÷ 6500K, and GU10 - 400lm (2700K), 5W (=36W) and 700K ÷ 6500K. To be able to take full advantage of the bulbs and conveniently control them,
you need any mobile device and access to a Wi-Fi wireless Internet network.
Smart RGB bulbs include:
• A60 E27 EKSM7480
bulb • A70 E27 EKSM7503
bulb • GU10 EKSM8951 bulb

DESCRIPTION
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